Access Info Europe – Information Request from September

Dear Ms. Medland,

Reference is made to your enquiry of 26 September 2011 and subsequent correspondence regarding movements of foreign registered aircraft in Norwegian airspace.

Please find attached a list containing the information we have of flights operated through Norwegian airspace with reference to the list you sent us. Please observe that this list is made solely to answer to your request and is not something we usually make for operations made by foreign aircraft, please also note that this list is made from information gathered by our ATM service provider, Avinor. We have searched through our (CAA Norway) records to find more information regarding the overflights and landings, but have not been able to find any additional information regarding the flights.

From what we can see the flights are overflights with stops (probably technical landing) in Norway, and these can be performed without prior approval from the CAA for aircraft registered in countries that have ratified the Air Transit Agreement.

Do not hesitate to contact us if you should have any additional questions.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Ole Martin Erikstad
Director
Legal department

[Signature]
Anders Stoltenberg Slettvold
Adviser